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Introduction to this Issue
ROB PHILBURN (Editor)
Welcome to this issue of Current Notes. In the last issue the focus was on our centenary as a
society - a celebration of 100 years of astronomical history. In this issue the focus is on an
even rarer historical event, separated by a gap of roughly 122 years - the Transit of Venus.
Over the following pages, several of our members recall their activities, experiences and
feelings about that big day. We were fortunate enough to be blessed with glorious weather for
the best part of the transit and so were able to enjoy long observing periods of the path of
Venus across the face of the Sun. Several members were able to take photographs and digital
images of the event using a range of photographic equipment and several of these are
included in this issue. Alongside the transit contributions, we also have additional articles
provided by members on a range of topical and pertinent subjects. There's even a crossword
for those cloudy nights in! Enjoy.
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A Word from the President
Since the publication of the Centenary Edition of Current Notes in
January 2004, a number of events have occurred both within and
outside of the MAS.
The Annual General Meeting, held at the
transiting the Sun. A transit of Venus last
end of April, saw two new faces elected to
occurred in 1882 and this transit was
Council – Dr Rob Philburn as Publicity
visible in it’s entirety from Great Britain.
Officer and Anthony Jennings as Council
(The next one, in 8 years time, will only be
member. These members replaced Tony
visible in the UK for about the last 40
minutes as it will already have been in
Cross, who after many years of service as
Council member, President, Past President
progress for a number of hours at sunrise).
and Publicity Officer,
As part of the Society’s
"We all hope to make
decided it was time for
contribution
to
worthwhile
contributions
to
publicising this event,
a rest and for fresh
faces and ideas to have
we joined forces with
the continuing success of the
their chance. Tony does Society throughout the coming the Museum of Science
however continue to
and
Industry
in
year"
play an active part in
Manchester (MSIM) in
promoting the MAS to the public. The
holding an “Information Weekend” at the
other new Council member, Anthony
museum. Kevin Kilburn gave talks on the
Jennings, joins the Council after only a few
historical aspect with reference to Jeremiah
years in the Society as a replacement for
Horrox and William Crabtree observing
Robert Fletcher who decided that his work
the Venus transit of 1639. He was ably
assisted by Tony Cross who actively
commitments would prevent him from
giving 100% effort to Council business and
promoted these talks to passing visitors to
in those circumstances it was probably
the museum. Meanwhile, over in the Air
better for the Society if he did not stand for
and Space Hall, the MAS had a small
office this time. Robert has agreed to
continue to give the Society brief updates
on any developments in the space
programs of the various countries currently
exploring matters “off planet”.
The remaining members for 2004/2005
are: myself as President, Sotira Trifourki
as Secretary, John Bolton as Vice
President, Guy Duckworth as Past
President, Janet Maresh as Treasurer, with
Mike Oates, Bob Parkinson and Mark
Adamson completing the Council. We all
hope to make worthwhile contributions to
the continuing success of the Society
throughout the coming year. If you have
any questions or suggestions about the
society, please feel free to contact me or
any of the Council members.

MAS members st the MSIM. L-R: Sotira
Trifourki, Rob Philburn, Anthony Jennings,
Graham Hodson, Tony Cross, and Kevin
Kilburn

exhibition about the MAS and astronomy
in general and members of the public were
able to ask questions of our volunteer
“experts” Rob Philburn, Anthony Jennings,
Sotira Trifourki and myself.
More details and pictures of members’
activities during the transit can be found in
later pages of this issue of Current Notes.

June 8th saw an extremely rare
astronomical event take place – Venus

GRAHAM HODSON
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Minor Planet (68948) Mikeoates
MIKE OATES
EARLIER THIS YEAR, I WAS GIVEN ONE OF THE GREATEST HONOURS THAT
CAN BE GIVEN TO AN ASTRONOMER. This honour can of course be given to others,
other than an astronomer, but it means much more to someone who can appreciate its
meaning. I am referring to having a Minor Planet (or asteroid as they are commonly known)
named after myself. The donator of the Minor Planet then known as 2002 PX157 was its
discoverer Sebastian F. Hönig. I was given this honour in recognition of my many SOHO
comet discoveries, which now totals 143 comets, still a world record! As these comets are
named after the SOHO spacecraft, it was though appropriate that one body in the Solar
System was named after me.
Sebastian Hönig is, like myself, a discoverer of
SOHO comets and we started at about the
same time over 4 years ago early in 2000.
Sebastian has discovered about 35 SOHO
comets and also a visual comet C/2002 O4
(Hönig) which he found using a MEADE 10''
Schmidt-Cassegrain-Telescope from near
Heidelberg, Germany. He later went on to look
for asteroids on NEAT images taken at
Palomar, searching these images manually for
asteroids that the professional searches have
missed. Sebastian then makes confirmations,
either from further NEAT images, from his
own observations or using the Max-PlanckInstitute's 0.7m-Cassegrain. So far he has
discovered a staggering 477 asteroids!! When
these get numbered after a firm orbit has been
calculated after 4 oppositions, as a discoverer
One of the three discovery images showing
of the asteroids, he can have them named
Minor Planet (68949) Mikeoates
Image courtesy of Sebastian F. Hönig
officially by the International Astronomical
Union (IAU). “(68948) Mikeoates” was Sebastian’s second named Minor Planet and as we go
to print he has named his third after another active SOHO comet hunter: (73491) Robmatson.
My Minor Planet has an absolute magnitude H of 15.8 which corresponds to a size of 2-5km.
However, as it is in the Main Belt IIb area and is most likely a C class asteroid which
corresponds to an albedo less than 0.1 so it should have a size of about 5km. The full Orbital
Information follows:
Orbital Information:
element value
a (AU)
eccentricity

WELL DONE MIKE. As well as being a
great personal honour, the christening of minor
planet 68948 in your name means a lot to our
society in general. Your work provides an
example to us all.

2.79238
0.037562

inclination (deg)

1.215

Asc. node (deg)

40.698

Arg. perih. (deg)

239.198

M (deg)

163.566

RP (editor) on behalf of the MAS membership
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Citation as it appeared in Minor Planet Circular MPC 50466:
Mikeoates

68948

Director of an electroplating company

(68948) Mikeoates
Discovered 2002 Aug. 8 by S. F. Hönig on NEAT images taken at
Palomar. Through 2003 Michael Oates (b. 1957) has been the most
successful SOHO comet hunter. Using his personal computer and fast
Internet connections to scan through the SOHO LASCO image archive, he
is credited with 138 near-sun comet discoveries.

Green lines indicate Mean Motion Resonances (Kirkwoos Gaps). (c) MPC & Sebastian F.
Hoenig

Orbit of (68948) Mikeoates

For up to date data vist: http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/astdys/astibo?objects:Mikeoates
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Quasar Quest

mm Newtonian. However, as I think is the
case for most keen observers, I am always
looking out for new observational
challenges. For some this characteristic
manifests itself as the dreaded aperture
fever. To those who get bigger and bigger
telescopes I can only say good luck to
them. But I opted to follow another route.
In the late 1970s professional astronomers
developed the use of the Charged Couple
Device CCDs, which because of their
great sensitivity (10 to 20x Conventional
Film) and ease of computer analysis, very
quickly
superseded
standard
astro
photography.
By the 1990s CCDs
became available to amateurs and in 1997
Starlight Xpress produced the first
commercial CCD, costing less than £500,
the MX5-12.

CLIFF MEREDITH

3C273 was the first quasar to be
discovered. Initially found as a radio
source when radio telescopes had very
limited resolution, the quasar's true
position was established when it was
occulted by the Moon in 1962. Cyril
Hazard then realised the radio source
coincided with what had otherwise
seemed a pretty non-descript bluish 13th
magnitude star already displayed on old
astro photos. Detailed studies of 3C273 by
Maarten Schmidt revealed a redshift of
0.15, suggesting a distance of 900 Mpc
and luminosity of 1000x the Milky Way although some, notably
Halton
Arp
might
" To those who get bigger
Now of course CCDing
disagree.
Although
and bigger telescopes I
is not everyone's cup of
even
before
1962
tea.
Some amateurs
can only say good luck to
astronomers
were
even
think
using CCDs
puzzled by 3C48, it was
them. But I opted to follow
and GOTO telescopes is
3C273 that provided
another route "
cheating. However, for
the vital clues to the
me CCDing with a
quasar issue.
GOTO telescope has widened my
horizons enormously. It is said the unaided
3C273 at RA 12h29m Dec + 2d 19' in
human eye can see about 3000 stars
Virgo, hovers around +12.8 magnitude but
(1500 at any one time) from a very good
varies irregularly between 11.7 and 13.3.
dark sky location, ordinary 10x50s
It is a very good target for amateurs with 8
binoculars reveal about 20,000 stars and
inch telescopes and anyone prepared to
an 8 inch (200mm) scope perhaps as
regularly monitor the quasars variations
many as 4 million. Doubling the aperture
can
make
scientifically
useful
to 16 inches (400mm) used visually might
observations. Every enthusiastic amateur
reveal 25 million stars. However, by just
astronomer is thrilled to see M31, the
using my 8 inch LX200 with a CCD I might
Andromea Nebula, a famous Sb spiral
image 200 million stars if I could cover the
galaxy more than 2 million light years
whole sky available at one place. Old
away, but 3C273 is, according to generally
fashioned astrophotography with a 50mm
accepted astronomical wisdom at least, in
f2 lens might enable one to cover the
excess of 2 Billion light years!
whole sky using only a few rolls of 35 mm
films if every shot was made to count, but
In the good old days before I got a CCD
conventional film would not reveal
camera in 1997, I was very pleased to
anything like as many stars as my CCD.
visually observe this quasar from urban
Prestwich on decent nights with my 215

Do you have any special area of astronomical expertise? If so, why not let other
members of the society know about it by giving a talk in the Godlee? The society
relies on such talks and contributions to CN for its shared knowledge base.
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images in his personal archives. In fact
A year back, after reading a Sky and
the dreaded double quasar was much
Telescope article about Quasars and
nearer in the sky to galaxy NGC3079 than
Gravitational Lensing, which also provided
I had thought. Previously when I imaged
some positional data, I made a rather half
that galaxy at f3 during my failed attempt if
hearted attempt to CCD the "Einstein
I had just positioned the galaxy at the
Cross". I failed to get anything really
southern extremity of the CCD chip, I
conclusive and decided that such exotic
would have also picked up the double
objects were best left to the Hubble Space
quasar.
So try again! This next time,
Telescope. Then Ken Irving, Tony
more confident, I used the 8 inch SCT,
O'Sullivan (Salford Astronomical Society)
MX7-16 combination at f6.3 to provide a
and I met Gain Lee at the Astronomy
bigger image scale. Having obtained a few
Centre Easter Star Party. Gain is
nice pics of NGC3079 at
terrifically enthusiastic
f6.3 I carefully slewed
and showed us some of
" Bingo ! Not only did the
the scope the few
his
fabulous
CCD
desired
object
appear,
but
arcminutes northish to
images.
I
was
to my amazement instead
where
the
double
impressed. He even
quasar supposedly was.
had an image of a
of a single merged
double
gravitational
elongation I actually got
Bingo ! Not only did the
lens phenomena. At
the TWO."
desired object appear,
that casual meeting
but to my amazement
Gain could not off hand
instead of a single merged elongation I
remember details about the exciting
actually got the TWO. I took a series of
object. However, when I mentioned my
images and several flat fields and dark
failure to image Einstein's Cross he
frames to ensure a satisfactory end
recalled his object was much higher in the
product.
sky than the Cross and so a potentially
easier target for UK observers. Ken, a
deep sky expert, felt sure Gain's object is
located in Ursa Major and the very first
double quasar lensed object ever
observed.
Spurred on, I later avidly researched the
issue.
Surprisingly quickly I found a
reference to the first double quasar
discovered in 1979 and its designation
Q0957 + 561.
It had soon been
established the two close objects had
remarkably similar characteristics and
were actually one and the same quasar. It
is believed Q0957 + 561 is a single quasar
well beyond but in direct line of sight with
another intervening massive object which
bends some of the more distant quasars
light round either side creating an image of
two objects. I then ascertained the object
was in Ursa Major and I thought it to be
about 50 arcminutes from NGC3079. At
the very next opportunity I tried to CCD the
double quasar, but nothing appeared on
my images at the position I had assessed.

Quasar Q0957 + 561
I have wittered enough. So far as I am
concerned I am very happy to have
successfully imaged Q0957 + 561. Call it
two separate distant quasars, or a single
quasar gravitational lens or believe it to be
two objects located relatively near to us:
whatever you will? I am quite happy to let
the cosmological philosophisers argue the
toss!

Meanwhile Ken Irving determined better
co-ordinates on the basis of professional
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for 22 new names to be included on his
100 inch Lunar map, this proposal was
turned down by the committee stating:

Mr. Porthouse’s Crater.
NIGEL LONGSHAW

"The formations to which he wishes to
give names are, in general, small or
observable near the limb, in mediocre
conditions. Most of them are already
designated by letters, which were
adopted by the I.A.U. as definitive".

Anyone who has read the excellent “ A
History of The Manchester Astronomical
Society” by Kevin Kilburn and Tony Cross
will undoubtedly be familiar with the name
William Porthouse. An accomplished
amateur astronomer and Lunar Observer
Mr. Porthouse was president of The
Manchester Astronomical Society in 1928,
and the previous year had made
observations of the total Solar eclipse
which passed over the North West of
England.

Wikins again tried to have his proposed
naming recognised by the I.A.U. at its
meetings in 1952 and 1955, and each time
his applications were rejected and the
following resolution was adopted by the
I.A.U:
“The commission recommends to the
Union that at the present time - and
particularly pending the completion of
the proposed photographic map of the
Moon - no official recognition shall be
given to additional Lunar nomenclature”.

As noted in the M.A.S. History, Porthouse
was recognised by the naming of a small
crater in his honour by H.P.Wilkins on his
famous 300 inch Lunar chart published in
1951 and again in 1955. Unfortunately the
story does not end there.
H.P.Wilkins was an enthusiastic and
prolific observer of the Moon, and set
himself the unenviable task of completing
what was to be the most detailed and
complete chart of the Moon based upon
visual observations. Unfortunately Wilkins
seemed so preoccupied with recording
every fine detail that his chart of the Moon
was, in places, almost impossible to
decipher. With such detailed observations
came the recording of some of the smaller
features which were omitted from previous
charts, and it became apparent new
names had to be given to these features.

It is not clear from my research at what
time Wilkins proposed the name
“Porthouse”, who Wilkins refers to as an
“English Amateur Astronomer”, in his
description of the crater, but its a measure
of the man that he included around 100
new names, including Porthouse, despite
the resolutions of the I.A.U.

The protocol in these instances is to
submit proposals for new or revised
naming of Lunar or Planetary features to
the I.A.U. committee for ratification. This
Wilkins did in 1948, to the first General
Assembly of the I.A.U. following the
second world war. Wilkins proposal was
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30.4N and 20.9W. The name is of joint
origin 1) W.J.McDonald - American
Benefactor and 2) T.L. McDonald Scottish selenographer.

Following on from the publication of
Wilkins Map of the Moon the next major
Atlas of the Moon was “The Times Atlas of
The Moon” published in the late 1960’s,
based on the information obtained from
the Lunar space probes and the
subsequent
charts
published
by
Aeronautical Chart and Information Centre
(U.S.A.F.). This atlas remains one of the
clearest, best presented Lunar Atlases,
still of great value to the telescopic
observer. However is now quite rare and
commands high prices on the Internet. In
the Times Atlas, Wilkins' “Porthouse” is
designated Carlini B and is shown on map
number 17.

Anyone interested in making observations
of this crater should observe the Moon at
around 9 to 11 days old, colongitude 24 27 degrees, the crater being situated
North of Lambert on the Mare Imbrium.
Favourable opportunities will arise around
midnight on September 24th and
November 22nd this year. If any members
make observations, drawings or images of
the region I would be most interested to
see their results. Perhaps the observations
could be published in a forthcoming issue
of Current Notes. As always when
recording astronomical observations it's
important to give details of the observing
conditions, instrument and above all the
subject being observed. However in this
instance I will leave the referencing of the
observation to the individual observer!!

Most members will be more familiar with
the widely available “Hamlyn Atlas of The
Moon” by A.Rukl, and in this atlas
“Porthouse” appears on chart number 10,
but is now designated McDonald.
Referring to the U.S.Geological Survey
Bulletin 2129 “Gazetteer of Planetary
Nomenclature 1994” we find that the name
McDonald was officially adopted by the
I.A.U. in 1973, and is designated as “ a
small crater 7 km diameter situated at

A note on the transit of Mercury 7th May 2003
COLIN HARRISON
4.00 UT: Got up to let the cat out. The weather was very grim with lots of rolling
clouds and immediately felt disappointed. Yet another wash out? Decided to abandon
observation and return to bed.
7.30UT: Awoke to see more rolling clouds. Yaw…n!
9.30UT: Tried again - better. Clouds had thinned so decided to set up telescope and
fit a full aperture Baader solar filter. Lined scope up on the sun and waited for a
break in the fast moving clouds. Then…there was MERCURY, stationed on the face of
the sun like a black ball. The planet looked very detached from the sun and seemed
as if it was suspended with a good sense of depth between the sun and us.
10.25UT: missed third and fourth contact due to…you guessed it
10.35UT: Clouds parted and the transit of Mercury was over till the next time!
10.40UT: Sat for a moment in contemplation: What will the weather be like 13
months hence for the historic transit of Venus? Will we have our frequent
summertime cloud, or be treated to clear blue skies? Fingers crossed!
10.45UT: Cat came back, wondering what all the fuss was about - ignorance is bliss!
(Telescope 4.7 refractor 1,000 mm FL 10mm eyepiece giving 100X)
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universe with. We have also been to Mars,
if only by robotic means. At the present
time the most dramatic images are being
sent back to earth of the barren terrain:
craters strewn with rocks and sand blown
in the fierce Martian winds forming large
TONY CROSS
dune like features; no canals, no
vegetation, but evidence that water could
What must have been on the minds of
once have flowed on this planet; large
those members of the newly formed
dried out what appear to be river beds
Manchester Astronomical Society as they
which leave you in no doubt that they were
met on what was to become a regular
caused by flowing water. Maybe there is
weekly gathering lasting well into the
evidence of past life on the planet Mars,
future? The astronomy of the day was
we will have to wait and see, but with
involved in research
meteorite samples being
and general interest
" No this was not fiction
found at the polar
matters of lunar and
this was the astronomical regions on earth reputed
planetary studies; the
to come from the
belief of the period."
cosmology of the day
Martian surface, who
was in conflict with
knows, a microscopic cell in one of the
religion; H G Wells, with his books on
meteorites found at the pole could have
fantasy and journeys to the Moon gave
sparked life on earth. So when we finally
popular belief that it was inhabited and that
get to the red planet, could we be returning
the people lived underground to avoid
home?
harmful ray from solar radiation; Mars (the
red planet) was a regular feature of mans
In 1903 photography was still in its
interest with many notes / reports in
infancy. To capture a star field you had to
scientific journals giving vivid accounts of
observations of the planet showing the well
known features of the polar caps, as they
grew large in the Martian winter, to be
followed by (yes) the sudden growth of
vegetation along the banks of the canals
that dominated the Martian surface as
observed by astronomers on earth. No this
was not fiction, this was the astronomical
belief of the period, remember this was
1903.
The Godlee: A century of activity
Like all those members of 1903 we are at
expose your plate for hours to get a decent
one with present knowledge. We know for
image but now in 2004 the next breed of
certain that there is no civilisation on the
photographers are embarking on a new
Moon. Why? - because we have been to
frontier, just like Alfred Brothers, one of
the Moon and seen for ourselves; the only
our very first members and a leading
living things that have occupied the Moon
photographer in Manchester in 1903.
has been man. Yes, the Martian polar caps
Cameras no bigger than a matchbox - no
go through seasonal changes, but the
film, just a silicon chip - producing a
sudden growth of vegetation along the
digitised image that can be put through a
banks of the canals was always in the
computer programme to produce the most
imagination of Man. Still we search in vain
stunning views of the heavens. The leading
for contact from across the void and we
members of the society who are leading
long for other civilisations to share this
the way forward in this field are Cliff

Respecting the past; living
the present; imagining the
future.
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society magazine, Man will still be waiting
for contact from across the universe. Will
Man have set up a colony on the moon to
mine rare minerals? - not too sure on that
one; will the International Space Station
have been replaced by a newer one or will
the powers that be As celebrations draw to
"As celebrations draw to a still not be able to get
along with each other a close on the centenary
close on the centenary of
argue who is allowed
of the M.A.S., we set
the
M.A.S
we
set
our
sights
in which section or
our sights on the next
who is not?; will space
100 years up to 2103.
on the next 100 years "
programmes
be
What of astronomy in
dictated by a new superpower - China, who
Manchester in 2103? Will members gather
at this present time have just arrived on the
in the Godlee to chat and show off their
scene as the latest country to put a man in
latest images on the modern gadgets?
orbit, and have plans to go to the moon?
Perhaps, as the space station crosses
As for our society, will membership still be
overhead, the TV link-up will beam down
strong, or will the £100 membership be too
live images and members can have a chat
expensive? Society members will look
with the crew. Will light pollution continue
back a century, as we looked back to 1903,
to increase and blot out the night sky?
and note those that have made good the
What will the future hold for us? In the
name of the M.A.S, members like:
Godlee observatory will we meet on a
Thursday evening and have a talk given to
us by a hologram, beamed across from the
• Alfred Brothers, a leading
far side of the earth? Think of the long
photographer in Manchester.
term advantages of this new technology,
• Eric Burgess, A founder of the
the latest images from the far out planets
interplanetary society.
and their satellites beamed right into the
• Colin Henshaw, co-discoverer of
observatory on the large plasma screen
SN1987A.
measuring 8 feet x 8 feet. A crazy idea you
• Michael Oates, World record
may think, but you try telling those
holder for discovering 143 SOHO
members way back in 1903, that we would
COMETS, asteroid named in his
have a giant telescope riding high above
honour.
the Earth's atmosphere, sending back
•
K. Kilburn, M.Oates, A.W.Cross.
fantastic images of the depths of our
Co-discoverers
of
ATLAS
universe. The speed at which astronomy is
CELESTE
by
John
Bevis
present
advancing is stunning, with various probes
day value £30.000+.
being sent to all parts of the universe. It
would take a brave man to try and predict
what might be the discoveries in the next
To all those members who may have made
100 years: will black holes be really
a contribution to the society/astronomy
understood; will Steven Hawkins be
who I have failed to mention through
proved to be the great cosmologist of his
memory lapse, no doubt in the future
time?
someone will contribute an article and
make the balance even up.
One thing I am sure of if you are reading
this article in 2103 special edition of the
Meredith, Rob Philburn, and Anthony
Jennings who, between them are producing
images that were in recent years only
obtainable from the worlds leading
observatories by astronomers using the
most expensive equipment.

M.A.S - A Century of Astronomy
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SPECIAL FEATURE

TRANSIT OF VENUS
MAS MEMBERS reading this issue of Current
Notes in 5, 10, 50 years will do so with some
degree of envy. On June 8th this year, we were
privileged to witness and record one of the
rarest astronomical events: a transit of Venus.
That in itself was remarkable enough, but the
fact that the skies over Manchester were
largely clear made the day of the transit a truly
memorable moment in the lifetimes of all who
were there to see it. It is only fitting then that
the core of this issue of Current Notes is
Rob Philburn & Anthony Jennings
devoted to our members' own experiences of
the big day. Due to the glorious weather, many
of us were able to image the transit, using a variety of devices, from trusty old SLR
cameras to inexpensive webcams, providing a wealth of Astronomical 'eye-candy'. To
kick-off this special feature, MAS member Jerry Grover gives an account of his great
great grandfather's activities during the last transit - an event that occurred when
nobody alive today was born.
RP (Editor)
PS: For those of you reading this issue in the future, it was as good as you are imagining
it might have been!

Kevin Kilburn (who, contrary to what
he told GMR, wasn't alive for the last
transit) with the GMR Radio
soundman, on hand to broadcast the
MAS's activities to millions.

Transit close-up. Image taken by MAS
member David Shakeshaft.
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Charles Grover and the 1882 Transit of Venus
JERRY GROVER
MY GREAT, GREAT GRANDFATHER,
Charles Grover, was born in Chesham, Bucks
in March 1842. His mother died shortly
thereafter and his father eight years later, and
he was then taken in by his maternal
grandmother. He appears in the 1851 Census
aged 9 living with his grandmother, her sister
and a lodger. At about 14 years old, after a
rudimentary education, he was apprenticed to
a brushmaker. In 1858 the appearance of
Donati's comet had an inspirational effect, and
he began to keep a record of his celestial
observations. In 1859 he bought a ship's spy
glass to aid his study, but found this
unsatisfactory and built his own 3" instrument
in 1861, finally buying a 2" refractor by Slugg
of Manchester in March 1862. Charles married
a local girl, Elizabeth Birch in August 1862,
and they had a son, George Charles, born in
Chesham in 1864.

horse-drawn dray, and their arrival at Jimbour,
on the edge of the Darling Downs,
Queensland:
After a consultation with the authorities it
was decided that Jimbour was to be the
observing station. This was a fine site on
an elevation looking over the Darling
Downs about 150 miles from Brisbane and
on November 1st all the cases were
removed from the wharf to the railway
station for the journey up country and at 6
a.m. next morning we left Brisbane. The
railway is a single line, and after passing
through a good deal of scrub, with here
and there a little clearing and a settler's
hut, it begins the ascent of the mountains
of the great dividing range, making many a
turn and curve, and at times passing along

In December 1869, Charles found employment
in London as assistant to John Browning, an
established maker of telescopes and scientific
instruments, and during the next 13 years
formed a wide circle of astronomical friends. In
1881 he was living in Wellington Buildings,
Pimlico, with his wife and son George, and a
newly born second son, Charles Henry who
was only to live for 5 months. In addition to his
work, Charles attended lectures and
demonstrations at all the popular venues, and
acted as a magic lantern operator at many of
them. He met and became friends with John
Coles, keeper of the Map Room at the Royal
Geographical Society. One of John Coles's
friends was Sir Henry William Peek, an
extremely wealthy man and first baronet of
Rousdon in Devon. Sir Henry's son, Cuthbert
Edgar Peek had managed to get himself
attached, at his own expense, to the Society's
expedition to Australia to observe the transit of
1882. Head of the expedition was to be
Leonard Darwin of the Royal Engineers, a son
of Charles Darwin. Cuthbert was looking for a
dependable assistant, and John Coles
suggested that Charles Grover might be
suitable. The chance to see the Southern skies
and the transit of Venus proved irresistible to
Charles and he signed the expedition papers
in July 1882. On August 25 they departed
from Tilbury aboard the "Liguria"
for
Melbourne via the Cape.

Charles Grover, standing, and Cuthbert
Peek, seated, in the temporary observatory
erected in the grounds of Jimbour House in
1882
a narrow shelf cut in the rock with no
protection whatever, and you can look out
of the carriage windows down precipices
many hundred feet below; in other parts
the line crosses deep gullies on very
fragile looking wooden bridges, with the
clouds floating below. At mid-day we
reached the highest point 2000 feet above
the level of the sea and stopped at
Toowoomba. On getting out and looking
for Mr. Peek I found he had ridden the
whole way up on the Buffer Beam in front
of the engine and he said he never saw
such magnificent scenery before.
Jimbour is a most important Government
station, on an elevation overlooking the
great plain of the Darling Downs. The
house one of the finest in Queensland,
built of stone, with a colonnade in front
supported by lofty pillars, and with fine
gardens enclosed by a low stone wall.

For an account of the transit I will quote from
Charles's un-published journal "50 Years an
Astronomical Observer", written in 1908. In it,
amongst his life story, he describes the 60 day
sea voyage and the trek overland by rail and
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Being unoccupied at this time it was
placed at the disposal of the British Transit
of Venus expedition so we were very
fortunate. Mr. Peek and myself set to work
with a will and in two days had put
together the portable wooden hut and
erected the equatorial telescope which we
commenced observing with on the night of
November 6th. I was pleased to find
everything in perfect order, not a screw
missing and the clock and mechanism
generally works as smoothly and
accurately as in England. We soon had
striking proof of the purity of the air at this
place over 1000 feet above sea level, and
it proved an ideal place for observation,
only two cloudy nights occurring during the
six weeks we were here.

all in order several days before the others
(for they are yet in a chaotic state) and the
observatory is visited by all the people
round - they come and admire the
machinery of the telescope by day - and at
night they wonder at the Views of Saturn
and Jupiter - double stars and nebulae
which are here seen in wonderful
perfection. I am making drawings of these
which you shall see on my return. Mr
Peeks observatory is evidently the most
comfortable place on the Expedition, and
everybody comes here to see him and
have a smoke and a chat for we have two
easy chairs and it is a regular drawing
room - and what is more the people here
have seen through the other telescopes
and the common verdict is that Mr Peeks
licks them all. Now a word as to myself - I
can
never
sufficiently
thank you for putting me
on to this Voyage - I have
found that Mr Peek is one
of natures real gentlemen
- and not one of the
common order - I think we
begin to understand one
another now - and so far
as my humble ability goes
I will do all that I possibly

The arrival of the
expedition at Jimbour
caused
a
great
sensation and people
began to come in from
all the country round to
see the wonders of
science, and as Mr.
Peek's telescope was
all in order and at work,
it was the center of

can to ensure the success
interest. At last visitors
Exterior view of the Rousdon Observatory,
of his Journey for he has
were so numerous that
1885
shown me an amount of
Mr. Peek arranged to
consideration which I little expected have the observatory open for an hour or
what pleases me is that although we have
so after sunset, and crowds came to see
been here but 5 days Mr Peeks is
the telescope and its mechanism by day,
evidently the leading place of the
and at night to gaze with wonder at Jupiter
expedition, and attracts an amount of
and Saturn and other celestial wonders.
consideration which quite eclipses the
We used to shut up early and get a few
others - we have quietly got everything in
hours in bed before midnight, when we
the most beautiful order and adjustment
began the regular work, and kept on until
and can show our Visitors anything whilst
the approach of daylight put an end to
the others are hopelessly struggling along
observations.
behind. I never forgot your latest
Charles did not forget the help he had received
instructions - to take good care Mr Peek
from John Coles and on November 9th he
was first and it is done and as far as we
wrote the following letter to him.
are concerned we are ready for the transit
tomorrow. I will write to you again shortly
and tell you more meanwhile I remain
My Dear Mr Coles,
I have deferred writing to you till I could tell
Yours respectfully, C Grover
you something worth writing about for it is
no good telling such an old traveller as
Charles's account continues:
yourself a lot of silly details about which
you already know much more than I do As the date for the Transit of Venus drew
but I have such pleasure in being able to
near and the observations would have to
tell you that after this long Voyage we are
be made when the sun had risen but a few
very comfortably settled here and Mr
degrees above the horizon, we observed
Peeks telescope is set up and adjusted
the sun soon after rising on December 3,
and his observatory is in complete order 4, 5, and 6th. The boiling of the limb, and
not a screw is missing or damaged and
distortion was so bad, that a solar spot
even his delicate thermometers hang up
which was on the disc was hardly visible,
here perfect. His telescope is put up and
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assistant on his country estate in Rousdon.
Cuthbert built a fine observatory with a 16 ft
dome and Charles was to spend the last 38
years of his life observing variable stars,
recording no less than 14,994 observations.
The instrument used throughout was a 6.4 inch
refractor by Merz on an equatorial stand by
Cooke, bought privately from William Garrow
Lettsom in 1882 and taken to Australia and
back on the transit expedition. Charles was
also curator of the museum created by the
Peek family to house exhibits from their
travels. He is buried, with his wife who died in
1927, in the church yard of St Pancras,
Rousdon.

when an altitude of 6 degrees was
reached, definition was better, and by the
time 13 degrees was attained a fair limb
could be seen with 150, the power
intended to be employed for the transit.
Venus was observed at the same times
without difficulty, though getting very near
the sun, the Crescent was very narrow
and the horns extended like a silver thread
nearly two-thirds round the planet, which
of course now appeared of its largest
possible diameter 66.5"
On December 6th after a fine morning,
clouds came on, with heavy rain, and on
the morning of December 7th not a
glimpse of the Sun or the Transit of Venus
was visible. Telegrams were received
telling of similar bad weather at Brisbane
and Sydney, while at Melbourne, Hobart
and New Zealand the weather was fine.
The day wound up with the heaviest
thunderstorm I ever saw.
Soon after sunset it became so dark, that
objects even close at hand were quite
invisible, except when it lightened, when
every tree leaf and detail was beautifully
seen; the thunder was tremendous and
the rain a perfect deluge, everything
movable was soon afloat. With the usual
tantalising luck of astronomers the next
morning was beautifully clear and bright.
So we set to work to take down the
equatorial and by Friday December 15 all
the instruments were securely packed for
the return journey but no transport to the
railway station at McAllister was available,
as this was just the height of the HayMaking season here. So it was on
December 20th that we left Jimbour after a
stay of about seven weeks, which I will
always
remember
with
pleasure.
Everybody about the place was so very
kind, and the scenery and situation so
beautiful,
the
semi-tropical
plants,
gorgeous butterflies and birds were all so
different to what one sees in England. The
most splendid peaches were as common
as apples, and huge bunches of grapes
weighing from 4 to 6 lbs flourished in the
open air requiring very little attention. The
sunsets were especially beautiful as the
sun slowly descended to the horizon, the
clouds were lighted up with a splendour
and wealth of colour simply indescribable,
and as night creeps on the stars shine out
of the deep blue sky with a splendour
never seen in England.
I hope this extract gives a flavour of the times!
In 1883, on his return to England, Charles was
installed as Cuthbert Peek's astronomical

Charles at work, 1903.
So the transit of Venus has a special place in
my family history and I hope for clear skies on
June 8th. If clouds prevail I will simply use one
of the many available webcams. Charles would
be amazed!
Sources
"50 Years an Astronomical Observer", Charles
Grover, unpublished, now in Science Museum
collection of Grover documents
"Peek of Hazelwood" (Private publication)
Transcript of Charles Grover's letter from Australia 9
November 1882. Original in Devon Record Office,
ref 1405M add 3/F6

Jerry Grover: 8th June 2004
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telescope by de-aluminising the mirrors
is to my mind so much more elegant
than using a commercial solar filter
even if one was prepared to buy one
fourteen inches in diameter. My piece of
old fashioned blotting paper painted
with black ink and a 7 inch hole cut in it
to reduce the aperture was not only
cheaper but had the low tech credentials
fitting for the telescope made by John
Lewis before his premature death in
1987. It seemed much more "Jeremiah
Horrocks". I don't have a positive
camera fixing so I was aiming for a
visual not a photographic experience.
But at the last moment to prove "I was
there" I grabbed the camera and winged
some shots holding the 50 mm camera
lens against the rubber eye-guard round
the eyepiece, draping some black cloth
over to keep out extraneous light like an
old fashioned portrait photographer. I
was surprised that the results were as
good as they were.

Transit Observation
Using the 14" John
Lewis Dobsonian
JANET MARESH
I FINALLY GOT MY FIRST IMAGE
OF THE SUN the day before the transit
using the longest focal length eyepiece I
have which is 40 mm. Focussing the
featureless sun's disc was impossible (I
didn't know about the two tiny sun spots
I could have used) so I was full of
trepidation that my collimation was
good enough. But hey-ho, when Venus
appeared all doubts evaporated and I
focused up on it straight away - no
problem - and it was brilliant. It was
bigger than I expected. Although my
hopes for a clear sky were dashed as
there was lots of cloud about at first
contact a lot of it was transparent

Relocating the sun, which I had to do a
lot when cloud obscured the sun for
more than half a minute, was easy as
John Lewis fitted concentric rings on his
telescope, which I find very useful when
using the telescope at night. I wondered
if I would be able to see them through
the very dark welder's glass filter but
when they were approximately in line
with the sun the brightness glinted off
them so I could see them and get a very
close position making it easy then to
locate the sun through the eyepiece.

Battle Stations!
enough to see the sun through the
swirling black clouds. This made a
much more atmospheric sight than the
bland disc just like the 1999 solar
eclipse in France. The neighbours
started popping in before work and
school. One little boy came just as the
sun disappeared behind a big black
cloud and I had to re-find it quickly for
him when it appeared just for a few
seconds so that he wouldn't be late for
school. Using a Newtonian as a solar

A great thank you goes to MAS member
Steve Hodgkinson who first brought up
the subject of using the transit as an
opportunity to re-aluminise a tired
mirror and get a great solar telescope as
a side effect. Here is what he instructed
me to do:
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1

2
3

4

5

De-aluminise both primary and
diagonal
mirrors
using
hydrochloric acid with a pinch
of copper sulphate, which I did
on the May bank holiday in an
old dustbin.
I gloss over the reinstallation of
the mirrors and collimation
(which did my head in).
In a circle of dark card the same
diameter as the inside of the
tube cut a smaller circle to
render the telescope about f11.
Steve suggested trying both a
central and offset hole but I
didn't have time to experiment to
see which was best so I went for
the offset.
Fix the card inside the tube next
to the mirror. I taped it on to the
tube walls which was easy as
John Lewis constructed the 14
inch with a hatch near the
mirror which was designed for
fitting a mirror cover.
I taped one piece of polarising
filter on the inside of the
focussing mount and had
another
polarising
filter

attached to the eyepiece. On the
day I did not need both as there
was always at least a thin layer
of milky cloud about, but the day
I tested it at midday it was just
too bright and having both gave
me more confidence to take that
first peek through the eyepiece
with the words of Patrick Moore
ringing in my ears "There is
only one rule about looking at
the sun and that is - don't do it".
I started with the filters at right
angles and slowly rotated one
until the image was bright
enough.

My Venus Piccy

Transit of Venus: June 8th 2004
I set the alarm for 5am BST and by 6am both the 3.5inch Refractor and
the Solar telescope were ready, plus I had my new digital camera. At this
point there was 90% cloud cover and about every 10 or 15 minutes the
Sun popped out of the cloud. By 6.45 I got my first glimpse of Venus on
the face of the Sun with the 3.5inch refractor. The image was small - not
much bigger than a sunspot - though I managed to photograph it. I also
tried to get a snap of Venus through the 5inch reflector. The Sun appeared
in red but no Venus! I managed to observe the black-drop but did not get
a photo of it. The cloud did not clear completely until about 7.45. Then I
could see Venus as clear as a bell. Towards the last 20 minutes the Sun
appeared to have a piece bitten off as Venus came to the end of its path
across the sun. A wonderful experience.
Dennis Keith Jones, F.R.A.S.
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Report to the Manchester
Astronomical Society on the
transit of Venus across the Sun on
the 8.6.2004.
GUY DUCKWORTH
Observation site location: 5 miles south of Market
Harborough at Longitude 0o 53’ 52” West and Latitude
52o 24’ 7” North.

Guy Duckworth

Equipment: Equatorially driven 8” Celestron Schmidt
Cassegrain with solar filter covering the whole aperture of
the scope. Prints and CD produced with ISO 200 Fuji Film
at prime focus, mostly at 1/60th of a second.

The sun was visible throughout, though frequently veiled by a thin layer of cloud.
This did not prevent the visibility of Venus, though it did make it appear to be out of
focus on the later photographs.
The whole of the event, from 06:20:45 to 12:18:48 hours was recorded in 23
photographs, which were subsequently shown to the society.
The event was also used to calculate the distance of the Sun (via a BBC website) in
conjunction with an observation from South Africa. I reckoned the time of egress to
start at 12:03:54, which became 12:04:02 for site position correction. This gave the
solar distance (calculated by the website) as 149.42 x 106 km. The official distance
given at the time was 149.5979 x 106 km, making the estimate 99.88% accurate. To
achieve a higher accuracy, my timing would have had to have been accurate to the
nearest 1/10th of a second and not just one second; the greater accuracy would have
required precise synchronisation with the camera shutter, which I was unable to
obtain.
At a council meeting prior to the event, I stated my intention to go wherever in the
country I believed would have the best weather for recording, in case Manchester was
cloudy. As it happened, although Manchester did turn out to be uncharacteristically
sunny, I was able to share the experience with over a dozen local people who visited
the park that day, be the only member to record the entire event (to my present
knowledge) and make a proper scientific recording too.

Transit overseas
This lovely image of the Transit
was also taken from a location
beyond the boundaries of our
beloved Manchester. Colin Henshaw
took the picture from Jordan no
less.
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Dateline 8th June
2004

Anthony Jennings to make digital images
from his Schmidt-Cassegrain that could be
then put direct to the webpages.

TONY CROSS

As the morning progressed, temperatures
soared into the high 70s - the day was a
scorcher; cameras were taking a
hammering as image after image was
reeled off. Very soon the image of Venus
had gone past the midway point of its
transit. What took 3 hours to travel to this
point seemed to be faster on the path to
egress. Every time I looked at the image it
was slowly getting closer and closer to the
point of 3rd contact. Cameras now had an
urgency about them; faster and faster the
images were taken. Venus was only about

TO GET UP AT THE BREAK OF
DAWN is not the best of habits of
astronomers, however June 8th was going
to be a special occasion - a transit of the
planet Venus, and the first one to be
observed since 1882.
Bodies stumbled from beds, the mind
trying to remember if the camera had been
packed the night before, if the film was in
the bag, and then the trek started. Mike
Oates, Tony Cross, Anthony Jennings,
Sotira Trifourki, Dave baker - weary
bodies carrying equipment up into the
observatory. Dave Shakeshaft - one of our
younger members - arrives, and we sit
down to take a little rest. A gentle silence
descends upon the room; sleep cannot be
to far away. SUDDENLY! - Kevin
Kilburn appears framed in the doorway,
“what are you all doing lets get going”: his
voice seems to be the signal for all out
war. We ascend the spiral staircase for
what is going to be the greatest
observation the Godlee 8inch refractor has
ever made in its history.

Transit! Projected through the 8"
Godlee refractor.

The start of the transit was rather hazy and
first contact was not seen but what was to
follow during the next 6 hours was
something that will live in the memories
of all those who visited the Godlee
Observatory. The size of the disc of Venus
was larger that I expected, but still
dwarfed by the enormous size of the Sun.
The walkway round the observatory was a
buzz of excitement as cameras were busy
taking images that were then taken down
stairs and transferred via the computer to
the website of our society for the public to
see the via the internet.

30 minutes away from leaving the disc of
the sun. For almost 6 hours the video
downstairs had been recording the transit
in all its glory. Closer and closer Venus
approached the limb of the sun. Mike
Oates was hovering over the projected
image with his camera like a King Cobra,
striking at every opportunity to get the
final stages of the transit, as Venus crept
ever so slowly to the final point of leaving
the limb of the sun.

The early hours of the transit were busy
with local radio G.M.R. popping in to send
live reports to the airways, followed by the
press from the Manchester Evening News.
During the next 2 hours publicity officer
Rob Philburn popped in to see the
progress, and then went to Denton with

Then, GONE! … But not forgotten,
Horrocks and Crabtree, on behalf of all
astronomers of Lancashire, we salute you
both.
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part of my duties as Publicity Officer, I
had arranged for the Manchester Evening
News and Greater Manchester Radio to
call in and help relay to the Northwest
what we were up to. I was impressed to
see the importance of the event supersede
the chance to 'be on the radio' as members
whizzed to and fro with a somewhat 'yeah
whatever' attitude to their chance for 15
minutes of radio fame. Priorities!

Busy Mancunian Bees
ROB PHILBURN
3:30 AM - "THE LADY IN RED…": OK,
two reasons to turn off the radio quickly
and go back to sleep. But no, this was the
main event, as they say in boxing circles.
The method behind the madness of getting
out of bed at this hour was to set up my
scope roughly polar aligned by pointing at
Polaris, which - as I soon discovered - is
not visible to a bleary-eyed amateur
astronomer at that time of the morning in
June. The reason for polar aligning was
that I intended to use my trusty old Philips
ToUcam Pro webcam to make a series of
AVI moves at high magnification, which
could then be stacked and processed
before putting onto the society website
later that morning. As it turned out, a
really rough alignment would suffice.

Having sampled the Godlee fever, I
travelled back to Denton with fellow
ToUcammer Anthony Jennings. That's
when the fun really started. As the skies
cleared and the air temperature seemed to
rival that of Venus, myself and Anthony
buzzed around like 'bees on acid' for want
of a better analogy, repeating a rapid cycle
of centre image in scope - ToUcam - stack
- mail to Graham. Anthony had brought
the 8-inch SCT from the Godlee and I had
also set up a 120mm refractor. As the
morning progressed the images from both
scopes flew down the information superhighway and appeared on the website,
along with other members' 'almost live'
images.

As the point of first contact approached, I
awaited, with webcam and Baader filter
attached and PC raring to go. It wasn't
until 7:00 am that the sun finally shone
through the clouds and I was able to
capture my first AVI. This I immediately
stacked and e-mailed off to Graham
Hodson in website 'mission control'. The
image popped up on the specially prepared
webpage and bingo - I had helped the
MAS show the world something it had
never seen before.
Flushed with my success I popped into the
Godlee at around 9:00 am. I was really
interested in imaging ingress (which hadn't
been visible) and egress (which was
several hours hence) so could afford to
leave my scope for an hour or so in
between to take part in the Godlee
activities. And activities there were. As

PHEW!
Then, all too soon, egress started and
Venus disappeared from the solar limb. Ice
cold Coke, sit (crash) down, and try to
take in this truly unique event. Spot on!
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The Deep Sky this
Summer: Ophiuchus

suns; their distances vary from around 10 to
40,000 light years, forming a halo around our
galactic centre.

So, what is the best way to observe them?
Get the largest telescope you can (a 10”
Dobsonian with a good finderscope & 25mm
Following an enthusiastic, morale boosting talk
eyepiece is ideal) to a dark site like the Peak
for observers given recently by Janet Maresh
District. Print out a star map from the Godlee
in the Godlee, I thought it might be interesting
computer program SkyMap with stars down to
to expand on the constellation that she
10th magnitude and including the globular
highlighted in her talk, namely Ophiuchus, the
clusters and then hop from one to the other.
serpent bearer. Why just one constellation?
The more southerly objects are best done
Well, I found out when I
when they are near the
started observing that to
"Ophiuchus…contains
meridian. Try and estimate
focus
on
just
one
the cluster’s Class and
more bright globular
constellation
during
an
compare your result with
clusters than any
observing session is the
the
catalogued
one.
best way to get to know it;
Binocular observers may
other, 22 in all."
no other distractions and
have to content themselves
here is one worthy of any astronomer’s
with just the Messier globulars, the NGC ones
attention.
being
fainter.
Burnham’s
gives
the
magnitudes.
Ophiuchus is the 11th largest in the sky (if
Serpens Caput & Cauda are included, the
Five other objects can also be mentioned for
whole would become the largest) and can be
now: 70 Oph, the most famous orange binary
divided into north and south portions, both
in Oph(Separation 4”.62, PA 139°.8). Delta
shaped very differently. The north has a
Oph (Yed Prior), one of the brightest M type
brightish ring of stars forming a large,
red stars.
Planetary nebula NGC 6572
irregular pentagon with the lucida Alpha Oph,
(bluish,mag 9) not far from 70 Oph. U Oph,
mag 2.09, (Rasalhague, pronounced Ras-al
short period eclipsing binary star(5.7 to 6.7
ha-g-way) the most northerly, close to
mag, period 1.68 days).
Rasalgethi in Hercules. The south portion
consists of two parallel legs of fainter stars
running south, but through some of the most
glorious parts of the Milk Way and containing
much dark nebulosity, including the famous
Pipe nebula. However, what makes this
constellation famous is that it contains more
bright globular clusters than any other, 22 in
all. (I exclude some of the very dim Palomar
catalogued ones from this count: all
Ophiuchus
globulars
are
either
Messiers(M’s14,10,12,9,19,62,107)
or
NGC’s(15 of them). True, none of them match
the majesty of M13 in Hercules, (though there
Globular Cluster M10 in Ophiuchus
is always M5 in nearby Serpens), but we do
Finally Pluto, 2°.5 NE of Eta Oph is mag 13.8
have a great variety of shapes and sizes and
and a challenge for a 10” scope: you will also
differing condensations.
need a finder chart down to mag 14.
Globulars are classed from I (extremely rich &
There is much more besides. Enjoy this for
highly compressed) to XII (very loose and
now!
sparse). The largest can contain a million

GUY DUCKWORTH
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And finally...

Blind 'em with
Science

cosmism,
having
been
invented
practically yesterday in 1865, hasn't yet
quite made it.

COLIN HILL

Until the twentieth century all creation
was thought of as a composite whole,
hence the Latin 'universe' _ 'turned into
one'. Similarly the Greek word 'kosmos'
meant 'the organised and unified whole'
as opposed to 'chaos' - 'disorder and
darkness'. 'Kosmetikos', the adjective,
means 'organised', 'adorned' (nothing
new here to our lady astronomers).

If you are given to one-upmanship,
don't sell yourself short by merely
professing to be an adherent of
metaphysics or creationism, try instead
the infinitely more eclectic and upmarket
science of "cosmism".
The obscurity
alone of this practically unknown
discipline impresses if for no other
reason than it hints at universal
understanding,
but
without
the
inconvenience and embarrassment to
the poseur of having to be specific. In
short no one has a clue what it means.
But first, in order to carry off the deceit
you need to have at least a glimmer as
to what is involved. So here goes:

The ancient Greek astronomers, like
their modern control-freak counterparts,
felt safer with what is predictable, so
unfathomable, vagrant 'stars' were
labelled 'planets', from 'planis' - 'a
tramp', 'a vagabond' or 'a deception'.
Let 'em know who's boss, eh!

The Latin words occident
and orient, harking back
""Cosmism"...in
to Greek and even older
short, no one has a ideas apply of course to
west and east, occident
clue what it means!" originated with 'setting'
and 'orient' with 'rising'
of
the
sun.
The
verb 'to orient' used to
methods of
mean exclusively to direct eastwards, as
with church chancels and burials. Today
you may orient in any direction you like.
Now, how's that for cool? JFK might well
have remarked "Ich bin ein cosmist"
A denizen of the Greek cosmos was (and
(little bit of politics!). In one you've got
is) called a 'plasma', meaning a
the moral high ground of implied
'creature' or a 'created being', and by
scientific
rigour
coupled
with
a
implication something or somebody
reassuring fog. But before you launch
wilful and lively. The root word 'plaso'
into scientific superiority here is an
means to mould or to create and hence
example of how it's done, plus some
a 'plastitis' is a moulder or a potter. The
extra useful padding:
Great Moulder or Creator, God, was (and
is) spelled with a capital P. Interestingly,
Modern
Greek
astronomers
the adjective, 'plastikos' does not carry
ostentatiously
stick
to
venerable
the less reputable connotations applying
terminology and use the word 'galaxy' in
to our borrowed version 'plastic'. On the
exclusive reference to our home
contrary
it
means
mouldable
or
territory the 'Milky Way'. It derives from
adaptable, but 'plastos' catches the
their ancient word for milk - 'gala', so
same mood with 'fabricated' or even
any other (modern, inferior) galaxy
'counterfeit'.
under discussion has to be specified.
They pose in this apparently nonchalant
So there we are back to posing! Enjoy.
way because presumably in their eyes
Oxford
Dictionary:
'Cosmis embraces the
concept that the order of
Nature is a self-existent,
self-acting whole and
explains the universe
solely according to the
positive science'.
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ASTRO
CROSSWORD
OK, now's the chance to put all those
nuggets of Astro-information to good
use. As always, answers to follow…!

ACROSS
1 Only other planet known to have polar ice caps like Earth.
2 Bright blue colored star in the constellation Lyra.
6 Largest of the known asteroids.
8 Closest planet to Earth.
9 The study of stars, galaxies & other celestial objects.
12 Closest star to Earth.
13 Jupiter's third largest natural satellite (moon).
14 Only planet in the solar system with liquid water on surface
18 The Earth rotates on a tipped ___, or angle of inclination.
19 A solid particle of matter that enters the Earth's atmosphere.
23 An atom that carries an electric charge.
24 Energy in the form of waves or particles, such as light.
25 Our galaxy is the ___ Way.
26 Pluto's only natural satellite (moon).

DOWN
1 Russian space station that has fallen
back to Earth.
3 The four largest planets of our solar
system are made of __.
4 Comets are thought to be made of dust
and ___.
5 The Apollo 11 space mission landed
here in July of 1969.
7 Brightest star in the winter night sky.
8 First space probe to leave the solar
system, launched in 1977.
10 First man-made satellite to orbit Earth.
11 Prominent constellation in winter sky,
includes Betelgeuse.
12 Naturally convert hydrogen to helium
and emits light.
15 Most common element in universe, has
only one electron.
16 Fundamental compound to life as we
know it, H2O.
17 Haley's ___ orbits the Sun every 76
years.
20 Number of natural satellites (moons)
orbiting Mars.
21 The largest stars are this color.
22 Captain of the starship Enterprise.

Crossword source: http://discovery.usu.edu/index_files/astronomycrossword.htm
Useful Websites
International Space Station (ISS), bright satellites, and Iridium flares: www.heavens-above.com
Aurora Alerts: http://www.dcs.lancs.ac.uk/iono/aurorawatch/
Visible Comet Info: http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/~jds/
Many more internet sites are listed on our own website
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Manchester Astronomical Society
Public Lectures, 2004-2005
(All lectures, with the exception of those indicated, will be
held in Room F14 of the Renold Building, UMIST,
Sackville Street, Manchester, commencing at 7.30pm)

These lectures are free of charge and
membership of the society is not required.
Free secure parking is usually available,
with permission from the UMIST security
staff, which can also provide directions to
the respective venues upon enquiry at the
Sackville Street, UMIST security lodge.

At the time of going to press, a full
list of lectures for the 2004-2005
season was not available. Full
details will be published in the next
issue of Current Notes, as well as
on our website.

Your views
As a society, by definition, we have a considerable number of
members, each with their own experiences, expectations, and
aspirations in their pursuit of Astronomy. As a result, the society
strives to provide as wide a range of support and encouragement as
possible to meet these varied needs, hoping to cater for everyone, from
the occasional observer to the more advanced enthusiast. As editor, I
have in this issue of Current Notes, once again attempted to reflect this
accommodative ethos. However, if there were any suggestions for
improvement for future issues, comments from all members of the
society would be most welcome.

Get online and start talking astronomy!

Accessible through website at:

http://www.manastro.co.uk/forum/
Over to YOU

Do you have a particular area of interest in Astronomy?; are you engaged in any activities at
the moment?; would you like any help or advice from fellow members of the society? If so, let
the readers of Current Notes know by submitting a contribution. Full details of how to submit
an article are outlined at the end of this issue.
RP (Editor)
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Contributions to Current Notes
MANY THANKS, to all the members that have contributed to this issue of
Current Notes. Apologies to those, that for one reason or another, might not
be included in this issue. Contributions are welcomed from all members of the
society, and can cover any area of Astronomy, from beginner’s initial
experiences, to more advanced and specialised aspects. Remember, this is
your forum for letting other members know who you are and what you're up to.
Distribution of Current Notes
Current Notes is available in two formats: Paper copy and website version. The paper
copies are made available to members at Thursday evening meetings (either in the
Godlee or at the Renold lectures). Paper copies are also mailed free of charge to
members unable to attend the meetings. The website version is a digitised version of
the paper copy and can be accessed via the 'Member's Section' on the Society’s
website.

Guidelines for Submissions
Please submit a copy of any contribution on floppy disc or as e-mail attachment
to: currentnotes@manastro.co.uk in either MS Word format, or as plain text file. If possible,
please also submit a hard (printed) copy. Hand-written or typed contributions are also
welcome, although to limit the editorial workload, these should ideally be kept short in
length. Finally, any data submissions (e.g. statistics; observations; measurements) should
be submitted either in a suitable digitised format (e.g. Excel spreadsheet; completed
graphs) or with clear instructions as to how the data should be presented in the CN. If in
doubt, please contact the editor.
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